Mean-field study of the role of lateral cracks in microtubule dynamics.
A link between dimer-scale processes and microtubule (MT) dynamics at macroscale is studied by comparing simulations obtained using computational dimer-scale model with its mean-field approximation. The novelty of the mean-field model (MFM) is in its explicit representation of inter-protofilament cracks, as well as in the direct incorporation of the dimer-level kinetics. Due to inclusion of both longitudinal and lateral dimer interactions, the MFM is two dimensional, in contrast to previous theoretical models of MTs. It is the first analytical model that predicts and quantifies crucial features of MT dynamics such as (i) existence of a minimal soluble tubulin concentration needed for the polymerization (with concentration represented as a function of model parameters), (ii) existence of steady-state growth and shortening phases (given with their respective velocities), and (iii) existence of an unstable pause state near zero velocity. In addition, the size of the GTP cap of a growing MT is estimated. Theoretical predictions are shown to be in good agreement with the numerical simulations.